Introduction
The last decade has changed the visions for the main combats. This influences the unit structures, tasks and armaments. The most important thing now is to have quality instead of quantity. One part of the universal tendencies, that are connected with the armament built nowadays, is orientated to creating new models of small arms, that have increased battle effectiveness. The grouping is one of the most important technical characterizations that increase battle effectiveness of the small arms. In many cases, adding muzzle devices increases bullet dispersing. In order to avoid this, it is necessary to investigate the grouping in these cases. The article shows an experimental investigation on the influence of an additional mounted on barrel edge concentrated mass over the grouping of gunshot hits the single shooting.
Experimental investigation conducting
The purpose of the investigation is to discover the mathematical law that shows the grouping changing at single shooting when the additionally mounted on barrel edge concentrated mass has been changed.
Main tasks:
-to conduct an experimental shooting using barrels with additionally mounted on them concentrated mass with values 0, 025; 0,05; 0,075; 0,100; 0,125, 0,150; 0,175; 0,200; 0,225; 0,250; 0,275; 0,300 ; kg and to measure the grouping of gunshot hits the single shooting; -using the received results to discover the mathematical law that shows the grouping changing at single shooting when the additionally mounted on barrel edge concentrated mass has been changed. In order to achieve tasks, the following restrictions are established: DOI: 10.1515 DOI: 10. /kbo-2015 -in order to suppress the other factors that influence the grouping, ballistic barrels are used, mounted on a fixed base, located in covered shooting gallery; -the bull is located at a standard distance for Republic Bulgaria -100 m; -the influence of additionally mounted on the barrel concentrated mass over the grouping is investigated only in cases when it is added to the muzzle. -the shooting was done in covered shooting gallery to eliminate the wind influence; -the cartridges were the basic, new, trouble-free and produced in the same year and producer, in order to reduce causes that influence on initial bullets velocity; -the cartridges were kept in a room with permanent temperature 24 hour before shooting; -distance from the muzzle to the target -100 m; -barrel declination -0 0 toward horizontal plane; -the barrel is cooled at every 20 shots. 
Experimental investigation results
The results are presented in table 2 and figure 4 ,025; 0,05; 0,075; 0,100; 0,125, 0,150; 0,175; 0,200; 0,225; 0,250; 0,275; 0,300 kg. The results in table 2 show that the changing of the radius that collects 50% of shots (R 50 ) for the barrel that has less mass, but uses more powerful cartridge is more than 2,6 times. For the second barrel the changing is 1,6 times.
The drawing on figure 4 is made using the spline interpolation with cubic spline (formula 2). Coefficients l and h can be defined by the system (formula 3). 4. Conclusions 1. Additionally mounted concentrated mass on barrel edge influences over the grouping of gunshot hits the single shooting. This fact can be used in order to receive better grouping when the small arms are designed. 2. Linear increasing of the additionally mounted concentrated mass on barrel edge does not lead to linear grouping changing. The grouping changing has drops and pikes. 3. The curves for the two barrels are similar, but it is possible to be noted that influence of the additionally mounted mass for the barrel that has less own mass and uses more powerful cartridge is more strongly than the other barrel. 
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